Global Boycott of Tesla Motors Called For.
“Tesla's Price of Corruption and Lies
Should Be The End Of Tesla!”
By The MoveOn Choice Alliance

Oligarch pretty-boy Elon Musk continues to rage on with his hubris, egomania, and utter disrespect for
ethics and the law.
He has been sued for fraud by his investors, co-founders, partners, suppliers, wives, employees and
customers. He has lost “Lemon Law” lawsuits for the numerous defects in his cars. He has been caught
in nearly a hundred lies about his cars, lies about the safety of his cars, and the political bribes involved
in financing his Tesla/Space-X/Solar City government mooch programs. His cars seem to spend more
time exploding into flames than they do operating safely.

Tesla and Musk exist today because they get protection from the same corrupt politicians who they
engaged in the corruption for. Tesla Motors would have long-ago disappeared if not for the payola and
market rigging provided by Washington and Sacramento politicians who Musk paid off.
If you are a Tom Perkins-like billionaire who has publicly stated that poor people are “Nazi's” for not
respecting the superior class status of Elon Musk and their bank vaults, then this call to action will fall
on deaf ears.
If you are a normal person who was raised with a hint of ethics, then you will join the boycott and show
that criminally evil operations like Tesla no longer deserve the right to operate in public commerce.
Tesla has cooked its financial records, engaged in stock market pump-and dump and valuation
manipulation, lied about its safety records, killed people in covered up incidents and, essentially, lost its
right to operate as a business. Nobody is impressed by a Tesla anymore. The Tesla is now an icon of
self-centered, elitist arrogance and an older generation of tunnel-visioned yuppies gone awry. Elon
Musk and his Google partners war profiteered in Afghanistan to get the toxic lithium they are trying to
monopolize in their car scam. That lithium is what is exploding all of Musk's cars, blowing up hoverboards and crashing airplanes. That lithium gives you cancer, brain damage and mutated babies when it
goes off. When Musk's batteries are manufactured, they kill the factory workers an
A credible government safety investigation of Tesla Motors has NEVER been conducted. Musk bribed
officials to halt the investigations before they were concluded because he knew Tesla could never pass
a fair, unbiased review.
Don't buy a Tesla. Put warning signs and notes on any Tesla you see. Stop your friends from buying
them. Send a message to these dirty companies that those who are birthed in corruption will expire in
shame. Demand that the Department of Justice appoint a "Special Prosecutor" to review the Tesla case
on public television.
Put the brakes on Tesla's and Musk's empire of corruption.
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